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M A R Y  E L I Z A B E T H
COOL. CALM. very COLLECTEDTM



Collaboration between an artist and
interior designer creates SUPER-
INSPIRATIONAL results. 

PART I



FEATURED COLLABORATIONS  - CHRISTOPHER KENNEDY - MARK SIKES - MORGAN FARROW - LILLIAN AUGUST 



FEATURED COLLABORATIONS  - WILLIAMS SONOMA HOME - POTTERY BARN - KATE SPADE - ANTHROPOLOGIE 



"Modern-day life produces fatigue, stress, and
overstimulation. I think we all need to get away
from our usual routine and the constant sensory
bombardment and allow ourselves to feel a part of
something greater." - Mary Elizabeth

FEATURED COLLABORATIONS  - PINEAPPLE DESIGN GROUP - HEATHER WOLFF - YANCY SEIBERT SHEAROUSE 



My art is a rich EXPERIENCE. 

PART II



"I never get tired of looking at this painting. I pause with it
almost every day. It helps me de-stress and forget my to-do
list for a minute. Usually, it catches me because I see some
detail or nuance I never noticed before … somehow it helps
me re-set and think more clearly. It just makes me feel so
calm and content." - Private Collector 



Art is for EVERYONE. 

PART III



The art you want, the way you want it. 



Think of me as your 
CREATIVE PARTNER. 

PART IV



During these collaborative meetings, I guide you through my creative process
in its entirety — the imperfect, the unfinished, the works in progress. Art
breathes life into a space — the ultimate goal is to help turn an ordinary
space into a super inspirational one! 

TRADE PROGRAM
As a pre-enrolled member of the Trade Program, you gain early access to all
of my new, original paintings, invitations to preview and exhibit events, and a
standing invitation to visit the studio.

You also receive a 25% discount on my original paintings and the Abstract
Fabulous® print image price (framing and print substrate materials are NOT
discounted).

Buy Art Direct & Online 24/7:
www.maryelizabethpeterson.com

Please think of me as a resource, a fellow creative, and a partner. I regularly
open my studio to industry professionals and collectors - feel free to reach out
to me if this is of interest! 

 JOIN THE TRADE PROGRAM AND GET YOUR
EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT CODE! 

http://www.maryelizabethpeterson.com/
https://maryelizabethpeterson.com/pages/to-the-trade


MARYELIZABETHPETERSON@GMAIL.COM

@MARYELIZABETH_ARTIST

202.209.7614

WWW.MARYELIZABETHPETERSON.COM

CONNECT 
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